Zusammenfassung


Ergebnisse: Je nach verwendeter Patientenabschirmung konnte die Organdosis der Schilddrüse um 5 – 24 %, die Organdosis des Sternums um 25 – 48 % und die Mammadosis um 25 – 70 % reduziert werden. Eine kraniale Verschiebung der Übersichtsaufnahme um 25 mm reduzierte diese Organdosen um 12 – 15 %.


Abstract

Purpose: Although the use of thyroid shields for patients for head CT examinations is reasonable and even required by German regulations, so far available shields are often not used due to difficult applicability. New shields that are easier to use and therefore may gain wider acceptance and more frequent use are now available. In this work two new patient shields are investigated regarding their dose reduction effectiveness and applicability and compared to a thyroid/sternum shield typically used as a part of personal protective equipment.

Materials and Methods: The reduction of organ doses for thyroid, sternum and mamma were measured with thermoluminescence detectors in an anthropomorphic female phantom. Additionally, the influence of the length or position of the overview scan at the beginning of the CT examination was taken into account.

Results: Depending on the patient shield, a reduction of the organ doses for thyroid of 5 – 24 %, for sternum of 25 – 48 % and for mamma of 25 – 70 % could be found. A shift of 25 mm in the cranial direction for the overview scan resulted in a reduction of these organ doses of 12 – 15 %.

Conclusion: Patient shields for cranial CT examinations provide a considerable dose reduction. New models are easily applied and no decrease in image quality through reconstruction artifacts could be found. Therefore, it is advised to use shields which are applied upon the patient without the need to be wrapped around the neck and the overview scan should be positioned as close as possible to the examined region.

Key Points:
- New shields provide a compromise between usability and radiation protection.
- Patient shields reduce organ doses even when not directly exposed.
Kernaussagen:
▶ Neue Patientenabschirmungen bieten einen guten Kompro-
miss zwischen Handhabbarkeit und Strahlenschutz.
▶ Die untersuchten Schutzmittel reduzieren die Organdosen
avon nicht direkt exponierten Organen.
▶ Der Übersichtscan trägt beträchtlich zu Organdosen außerhalb
der Scanregion bei.
▶ Die Abschirmfaktoren werden stark durch die Lage der Unter-
suchungsregion beeinflusst.

Introduction

Computed tomography with its growing number of examinations is the largest contributor to the collective dose caused by medical examinations [1]. The reduction of its dose contribution without losing any relevant diagnostic information is of importance according to the ALARA principle.

The German guideline for surveyors for X-ray devices [2] demands the availability of thyroid shields for patients for head CT examinations. Common thyroid/sternum shields from personnel radiation protection vests have to be wrapped around the patient's neck which is not always acceptable to patients who report feeling choked. Additionally if the patient is not cooperative, it is rather difficult to place the shield around the neck with the patient already lying on the couch.

Another important aspect is that the gantry tilt to avoid direct exposure of the eye lenses may lead to reconstruction artifacts in the last reconstructed slices in the caudal direction. This may occur if a large gantry tilt and spiral acquisition with large collimation of a multi-slice CT is used for the examination and therefore the scanning range reaches the neck part of the shield.

All these factors make it tempting to not use any shielding and therefore the acceptance of radiation protection shielding by radiological technologists as well as patients is low although studies for other medical imaging techniques like cone beam CT e.g. used in dentistry [3, 4] or for CT examinations of other regions than the head [5, 6] have shown the general dose reduction potential. There are also studies which present comparison measurements of thyroid doses for head-neck scans with the thyroid gland partly in the direct beam [6] or entrance doses for the thyroid gland (10 TLDs), sternum (9 TLDs) and both breasts (4 TLDs each) of the phantom. According to the concept of organ doses, readouts of TLDs representing the same organ dose distribution are used as well as arm attachments. This phantom has 5 mm holes drilled plugs were used. TLDs were placed at locations representing the thyroid gland (10 TLDs), sternum (9 TLDs) and both breasts (4 TLDs each) of the phantom. According to the concept of organ doses, readouts of TLDs representing the same organ dose distribution are used as well as arm attachments. According to the concept of organ doses, readouts of TLDs representing the same organ dose distribution are used as well as arm attachments.

Materials and Methods

Measurements were done using LiF:Mg, Cu, P thermoluminescence detector (TLD) rods GR-200A in a CIRS ATOM anthropomorphic female adult phantom at a SIEMENS Somatom Sensation 64 multi-slice CT scanner. A calibration process connecting air kerma measurements from a manufacturer calibrated CTDI100 pencil type ionization chamber PTW T30 009, ASHLAND Gafchromic XR-QA2 radiochromic film and the TLD GR-200A in the direct beam of the same scanner was used.

CT scanner and protocol

All irradiations were done using a SIEMENS Somatom Sensation 64 scanner. This is a 64-slice spiral CT with automated tube current modulation which was turned off for calibration. Since a clinical CT examination consists of two parts, i.e., the overview scan to locate the scanning region and the slice image acquisition, both were taken into account. In Fig. 1, Table 1 the initial overview scan which was done at 120 kV, 97 mAs, 0.6 mm collimation, 256 mm length and a tube angulation of 90° is shown. Table 1 also lists the examination protocol used for the slice image acquisition which is the standard protocol for cranial CT examinations for adults. It is a sequential acquisition scanning protocol and thus induces no overranging but since the used scanner is a multi-slice scanner it is subject to overbeaming.

Phantom

To determine the effectiveness of the investigated thyroid shields, organ doses were measured in a CIRS ATOM anthropomorphic female adult phantom “Irene”. 190 cm³ breast attachments were used as well as arm attachments. This phantom has 5 mm holes arranged in a 1.5 cm x 1.5 cm grid. Those holes were filled with plugs of the corresponding tissue and for TLD placement specially drilled plugs were used. TLDs were placed at locations representing the thyroid gland (10 TLDs), sternum (9 TLDs) and both breasts (4 TLDs each) of the phantom. According to the concept of organ doses, readouts of TLDs representing the same organ dose distribution are used as well as arm attachments. According to the concept of organ doses, readouts of TLDs representing the same organ dose distribution are used as well as arm attachments.
were averaged to one organ dose. The location for the thyroid gland was determined in close collaboration with the clinic for nuclear medicine at the Pius Hospital Oldenburg. The phantom filled with TLDs was scanned at the same CT unit where the calibration was done. It was placed on the couch and positioned according to the laser markings.

**Patient shields**
The patient shields investigated in this study are the newly developed MAVIG RP648 cover for thyroid, sternum, chest and shoulder area (Fig. 2) with 0.35 mm lead equivalent protective inlay, F&L MEDICAL PRODUCTS thyroid shield (Fig. 3) with 0.06 mm lead equivalent and a MAVIG RA615 thyroid/sternum shield for combination with personnel protection coats (Fig. 4) with 0.5 mm lead equivalent. These shields were placed on the phantom before the overview scan and therefore the measured organ doses represent a whole CT examination consisting of the overview scan as well as the actual image acquisition for one scanning series.

**Thermoluminescence dosimeters**
TLD100H equivalent dosimeters of type GR-200A and a size of 1 mm x 1 mm x 6 mm were used to measure organ doses in the phantom. These rods are made of a ceramic composed of LiF doped with Mg, Cu and P. Tempering was done using a PTW TLDO 1321 temper oven at 240 °C for 2 h. Subsequently the TLDs were cooled down inside the oven while the door was kept closed to ensure a steady but slow and reproducible cooling process.

For TLD readout a Harshaw 3500 TLD reader with a fitting planchet for TLD rods was used. All measurements were done at least 2 h after irradiation to avoid initial short-term fading. The time-temperature profile for readout consisted of a preannealing phase at 130 °C for 10 s, a heating phase at 8 K/s up to 240 °C and a subsequent acquiring phase for 23.3 s together with regards to previous studies [8–10]. To remove remaining signals, an annealing phase at 240 °C for 10 s was done after the readout.

The stability of the readout system was tested every 20 measurements via a photomultiplier tube (PMT) test light and noise measurement. The PMT test light measurement showed a 2σ deviation of 4.8 % while the noise varied by 22 % at a 2σ confidence interval.

**Calibration process**
Irradiation for calibration free-in-air was done at 120 kV, 250 mAs and a total collimation of 28.8 mm using a single rotation of the X-ray tube without couch movement. This peak voltage was chosen because it is used in the standard protocol for cranial CT examinations and a calibration factor for the pencil type ionization chamber is available.

The first part of the calibration was the acquisition of the free-in-air beam profile along the table axis with radiographic film Gafchromic XR-QA2 from ASHLAND. Since these films show a nonlinear dose response, a first dose-response calibration was done...
with a PTW 31010 ionization chamber. The film was cut into strips with a width of 2 cm and placed in the isocenter of the CT scanner using a thin mounting to tighten the film strip. Irradiation was done with 28.8 mm total collimation and 120 kV and a stationary scan protocol. An EPSON Expression 10000XL CCD scanner was used to scan the radiographic film in reflection mode, 72 dpi resolution and 48 bit color depth, but only the red color channel was used for analysis according to previous publications [11, 12]. This profile \( PV(x) \) (pixel value) was then integrated in a length of 100 mm centered on the primary beam and normalized against the absorbed dose length product \( DLP_{\text{Air}} \) measured with the CTDI chamber PTW T30009 which was corrected for the influence of air pressure, temperature and beam quality. Thus the calibration factor \( k \):

\[
k = \frac{DLP_{\text{Air}}}{\int_{-50\text{mm}}^{50\text{mm}} PV(x) \, dx}
\]

was calculated and used to acquire the calibrated profile shown in Fig. 5.

In the final part of the calibration, 5 TLDs at a time were placed in the center of the CT beam and irradiated with the same settings. Only 5 TLDs at a time were irradiated to avoid dose variation caused by the heel effect. The dose at the TLD positions was then determined using the previously acquired and cross-calibrated dose profile with an average absorbed dose value for a range of 5 mm centered on the central beam axis.

**Uncertainties**

The relative values for dose reduction are only subject to the uncertainty in reproducibility. This was tested by 12 recalibrations for all used TLDs and a determination of the \( 2 \sigma \) deviation which was within 4.5%.

The uncertainties of the absolute dose values consisting of the uncertainty of the beam quality correction, calibration factor and dose measurement with the film and TLDs total 6.9%. This value is composed of the following components:

- Absolute determination of the absorbed dose is influenced by additional factors. First is the \( DLP_{\text{Air}} \) measurement with an air pressure, temperature and beam quality correction. Uncertainties for the pressure and temperature are small compared to the uncertainty of the manufacturer calibration factor and therefore were neglected in the subsequent analysis process. The combined uncertainty for beam quality correction and calibration factor accounts for 5% [13].

- While calibration was done in the direct CT beam, the absorbed dose was measured in a mixed radiation field of scattered photons and the TLDs of the first thyroid phantom slice were exposed to the direct beam from the overview scan. Previous studies [14–16] found only a slight variation in energy correction factors for this energy range and therefore no further corrections were applied.

- The second additional factor for the uncertainty of the calibration is the dose profile measurement due to different sensitivity of the film and the reproducibility of the scanning process. This measurement was done three times and a \( 2 \sigma \) deviation of 1.7% was found.

**Preliminary study – influence of the overview scan**

Since the investigated organs are not located in the direct beam of the actual CT image acquisition but in the scattering region, the dose from the slice acquisition is expected to be low. Therefore, the positioning of the overview scan becomes an important factor. Depending on the caudal length and positioning of the overview scan, the thyroid gland may be in the direct beam of the overview scan and therefore this preliminary scan contributes considerably to the thyroid dose.

To evaluate the effect of different positioning, two measurements of organ doses without any shielding but using overview scans shifted 25 mm cranially were done. For both scans the actual CT reconstruction slices were positioned equally. This shifting represents the variation in positioning of the overview scan due to the slightly variable turn-on timing of the X-ray tube in the used CT scanner.

**Results**

The absolute absorbed dose values for the thyroid, sternum and mamma without any shielding for the whole examination were 2.65 mSv, 0.65 mSv and 0.27 mSv, respectively. The overview scan alone contributed 0.49 mSv, 0.11 mSv and 0.04 mSv, respectively. The results for the shifted overview scan as well as the different patient shields are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 6.

The organ doses for the thyroid, sternum and breasts are reduced by 12%, 15% and 14%, respectively, through the shifting of the overview scanning area 25 mm cranially.

The new MAVIG RP648 protector with 0.35 mm lead equivalent decreased the organ doses for the thyroid, sternum and breasts by 11%, 43% and 70%, respectively. A decrease of 5%, 25% and 27%, respectively, could be found for the thin 0.06 mm lead equivalent single use product from F & L Medical Products.

The MAVIG RA615 thyroid/sternum shield for personnel protection with the highest lead equivalent of 0.5 mm decreased the organ doses by 33%, 55% and 39%, respectively.

None of the shields caused reconstruction artifacts although the distance from the last image slice to the dorsal part of the MAVIG RA615 was only 33 mm.
The absorbed dose to the sternum and breasts is always the result of scattering processes. One source is extra-focal radiation which is best shielded with large coverings. This is shown by the large reduction in breast dose by the MAVIG RP648 shield. Another source of absorbed dose due to scattering is scattering inside the phantom itself. Due to the phantom placement and gantry angulation during cranial CT examinations, scattered photons originating in the scanning region exit the phantom at the chin/neck region and re-enter the phantom’s body at the sternum or breast area. This effect is suggested by the breast dose reduction by the F&L Thyroid Shield and MAVIG RA615 which do not cover the breasts.

Since the phantom has a fixed neck and a patient would bend his neck, the geometry changes slightly. A patient’s sternum as well as mamma would be closer to the scanning region and therefore patient organ doses are expected to be higher than the measured ones in which case the benefit of reduction of organ doses would be even greater.

The F&L Thyroid Shield provides the least organ dose reduction due to its small 0.06 mm lead equivalent absorption factor but still has a benefit if a disposable is required for sanitary reasons or the planned CT scanning range encloses the thyroid gland and therefore reconstruction artifacts are to be expected if a shield with a larger lead equivalent is used.

From a practical point of view, shields that simply need to be put on the patient without any wrapping are of advantage and although the MAVIG RP648 has only 0.35 mm lead equivalent it comparatively reduces the sternum dose with respect to the 0.5 mm lead equivalent MAVIG RA615. This practical advantage is to some degree a disadvantage for radiation protection because there is no shielding in the dorsal direction and depending on the stiffness of the shield the covering of lateral neck parts can be improved.

Regarding the different sensitivity of the investigated organs, special attention has to be paid to the female breast. According to the lifetime attributable risk of cancer incidence for the female breast – 15.9 %, red bone marrow – 7.0 % and thyroid – 1.6 % of all cancers for a 40-year-old female [17], the large dose reduction of the MAVIG RP648 becomes more relevant for radiobiological considerations.

To sum up those results: for male patients the MAVIG RA615 should be used if possible. If there are difficulties which prevent its use (e.g. choking, non-cooperative), the MAVIG RP648 should be used. For female patients the MAVIG RP648 should be used in the first place. If a disposable is required, the F&L Thyroid Shield can be used to provide radiation protection.

All those patient shields can be combined with proper examination planning, which means an as short as possible overview scan at the beginning of the examination since a 25 mm shift leads to a thyroid dose reduction similar to that of a 0.35 mm lead shield. For suboptimal setup conditions or much longer CT scanning ranges which may occur during clinical practice, the absolute dose reduction of all these shields increases since the absolute organ doses increase too. Therefore, the longer the overview scan and CT scanning range, the more effective these shields are.

Attention must be paid if the scanning region for the slice acquisition reaches or gets close to the shield and thus a head-neck study is performed. If a tube current modulated scanning protocol is used with an algorithm based on overview-scan data, this algorithm would compensate the shielding by increasing the tube current and thus increasing the absorbed dose. In this case
the shield should only be placed on the patient after the initial overview scan(s), which is only possible with the new models. If an algorithm based on online detector data is used, no shielding can be used.

### Clinical Relevance

▶ Thyroid shields for patients have to be used during head CT examinations by German law.
▶ Decision assistance is offered to choose the best type of shield taking the handling and the state of the patient into consideration.
▶ Reduction of patient exposure is achieved with minimal effort in accordance with the ALARA principle.
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